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INTRODUCTION

Visual extinction and unilateral spatial neglect involve deficits in spatial
awareness and attention for stimuli on the side opposite to a brain lesion,
typically involving the right parietal cortex. Visual pathways into occipital and
temporal cortical areas can be structurally intact. Thus, patients with extinction
but no field defect may detect a stimulus presented alone in their contralesional
field, but fail to detect the same stimulus when presented with competing stimuli
on the ipsilesional side. Several findings suggest that extinguished stimuli can
still be unconsciously processed along the structurally spared ventral visual
stream, e.g. producing implicit semantic priming effects (e.g. Berti and
Rizzolatti, 1992).

However, it remains to be established how far such residual processing can
proceed in the absence of awareness, and what its consequences are. The ventral
stream pathway into temporal cortex is critical not only for object identification
but also for long-term memory of visual objects. Here we asked whether residual
processing of extinguished stimuli can produce subsequent implicit or explicit
memory traces, even when tested many minutes later. 

PATIENTS AND METHODS

We studied 4 patients (3 males, and 1 female; 52, 60, 66, and 83-year-old)
with a chronic ischemic stroke, involving the right posterior parietal cortex. All
patients had intact visual fields on confrontation testing, stable unilateral left
spatial neglect in standard cancellation tasks or line bisection, and reliable visual
extinction on bilateral simultaneous stimulation. 

The study was divided into 2 successive phases: a first “study phase”
(extinction test), followed by a second “test phase” (direct and indirect tests of
memory). Each patient was tested on two separate sessions, using different
objects (taken from Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988).

In phase 1, visual extinction was assessed by briefly presenting objects in the
right, left, or both fields (size ~3-4°, eccentricity ~ 7-8°), in random order (75-
400 ms duration, constant for each subject). Patients had to name the objects
without any memory instructions (first session); or had to make indoor/outdoor
categorization and memorize them (second session); the implicit memory effects
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reported below did not differ between sessions. There were 18 unilateral stimuli
(9 in RVF, 9 in LVF) and 18 bilateral stimuli in each session, all presented only
once. 

In phase 2 of each session, pictures of fragmented objects were shown one at
a time, in a stepwise clarification procedure (Warrington and Weiskrantz, 1968),
starting with extremely fragmented pictures (level 1), followed by increasingly
complete pictures (up to level 8), until the object was correctly identified (Figure
1A). This included 54 “old” items from phase 1 and 20 “new” items.

Finally, once an object was correctly identified, the patients were asked
whether they recalled having seen it in the preceding ‘study’ phase of extinction
testing.
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RESULTS

In phase 1, as anticipated, all patients showed good detection of unilateral
stimuli (mean 4% left missed), but marked extinction of the left-side objects in
bilateral trials (mean 82% missed).

In phase 2, an indirect test of memory was obtained for both extinguished
and seen stimuli, as compared to new stimuli, by computing the mean
fragmentation level at which each object was correctly identified by the patients
(Figure 1B). Identification thresholds were better for objects that had previously
been consciously seen during extinction testing (mean 5.5 ± sd 0.4) than for new
objects (mean 6.9 ± sd 0.5; p < .01, Mann Whitney) or extinguished objects
(mean 6.1 ± sd 0.2, p < .01). Critically, identification thresholds were also better
for previously extinguished objects than for new objects (p < .02). There was no
effect due to different levels of processing at study between the two sessions
(i.e. naming vs categorizing stimuli, and incidental vs intentional memory
instructions at study).

By contrast, a direct test of recollection in phase 2 showed that explicit recall
was null for extinguished objects (5%), being no different to the false-alarm rate
for new objects (4%, p > 0.4, Fisher’s test). Explicit recall was much higher for
objects that had previously been consciously seen (75%, p < .001), and increased
in session 2 due to deeper processing at study under intentional learning
instructions.

DISCUSSION

Identification was facilitated for fragmented pictures of objects that had
previously been extinguished, as compared to new objects that were never
exposed before. By contrast, a direct test of explicit memory showed no
significant recall for extinguished stimuli. 

These findings indicate that implicit visual learning occurred independent of
awareness for these objects at study. This may relate to recent fMRI and ERPs
findings of category-specific activation in ventral visual stream evoked by
extinguished simuli (Rees et al., 2000, Vuilleumier et al., 2001), suggesting that
such activation can produce implicit memory traces lasting many minutes after
stimulus exposure. 

However, identification thresholds were even better for objects that were
previously seen consciously, compared with either new or extinguished objects.
This suggests that attention and awareness at encoding can enhance the
subsequent learning effects revealed in indirect memory tests. Recent imaging
results in a parietal patient show that awareness of contralesional stimuli, as
opposed to extinction, is associated with stronger activation in ventral temporal
areas (Vuilleumier et al., 2001). Such increased activation during study might
mediate the enhanced implicit learning effects at test.

These results suggest that unconscious residual processing in extinction can
induce enduring changes in intact visual areas and influence perception of
subsequent stimuli (see also Vuilleumier and Sagiv, 2001). Future research could
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examine whether such learning effects for extinguished (or neglected) stimuli
might be exploited in rehabilitation.
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